Rock the world with EurekaFacts!

Smart
Research
SolutiHns

We live in pursuit of the Eureka moment
in every study, for every client.
We know that relevant, accurate, and
timely information is essential to achieve
success in the marketplace. This is why
we focus on delivering high-quality
research to guide action — every time,
all the time.

and other social and behavioral sciences.
We integrate them with our expertise in
statistical modeling, marketing, human
factors, and research methods to produce
robust solutions that apply to real-world
situations.

From day one in 2003, we dedicated
ourselves to building an organization
that delivers a reliable and factual
foundation upon which organizations
can build a better future for themselves,
their customers, and the world
around us.

With our focus on quality processes and
team approaches, we are empowered by
state-of-the-art research infrastructure.

We have found that by working in
interdisciplinary teams we deliver
greater actionable insight. This is
why we bring together consumer and
cognitive psychology, econometrics,

We bring you consistently superior
research and a relentless focus on
turning insight into value for you.
This is our promise.

Jorge Restrepo, M.G.A.
Founder and Chief Analyst

smart
effective

insightful

Explore new
possibilities

We help you explore unfamiliar territory to find
opportunities and shape your best way forward.
“The value of EurekaFacts
is that they make visible
the invisible.”
Paul Ward, Managing Partner,
Clarety Global Investments, LLC

Tell us where you want to go and
we will bring you the information
you need to get there.
We use exploratory research to
identify opportunities and shape
successful programs and efforts.

We make it easy to take your organization to a higher level.

Discover
new insights

“The EurekaFacts team are the
market research experts to go
to for information about target
audiences and their behavior.”
Laura Van Eperen, CEO,
Van Eperen Public Relations

Our recommendations are centered
on bringing you insight into the most
effective way to reach your goal.
Whether you wish to find the right
messaging for a campaign, uncover
the reasons why audiences behave
a certain way, learn what drives
consumer decisions, or find out what
works best, our research teams will
get you there.

We help you identify the key elements
that drive successful outcomes.

analytical
superior

research

“I am impressed with your analysis...
succinct and rigourous in your
analytics approach and interpretation.”
Gail Fairhall, Ph.D., Vice President of Research,
Professional Convention Management Association (PCMA)

Pinpoint what
really matters

We bring you the story hidden in the data
to keep you in tune with your customers
and their needs.
We use a broad set of tools to pinpoint
top-level findings and then—using
advanced statistical testing, multivariate
analysis, data exploration tools, and
geographic mapping tools—dig deep to
mine, analyze, and uncover opportunities.

Hit gold
with EurekaFacts

We help you uncover the
most actionable facts through
careful selection of research
methodology and meticulous
attention to detail.

We are constantly expanding
our knowledge of data sources
and continually look for innovative
approaches to data collection
and business applications.

Our emphasis on quality
assurance means you can
be confident of the relevance
and accuracy of our findings
and recommendations.

H bilingual surveys H ad campaign evaluation H program metrics reporting H
H cognitive interviews H safety climate H response optimization H
H membership satisfaction H value of time H
H usability testing H

Applied research that generates results.

easy
dig deep

accurate

“EurekaFacts did the data
mining and we got the gold.
Their targeting analysis
helped us generate
record-breaking results.”
Frank Peterson, CEO, Recreational
Boating and Fishing Foundation

Data-Driven Solutions
At EurekaFacts, we believe effective decisions,
strategy, and tactics are built on solid research
and sound analytics.
A few typical solutions:
Strategy: Market strategy, trends and dynamics,
branding and loyalty, segmentation, strategic
communications, geo-intelligent marketing, business
intelligence, and organizational design.
Customer Insights: Customer and user experience,
consumer choice and decision modeling, emotion
detection, contextual inquiry, and assessment of
advertising and media effectiveness.
Marketing & Competitive Insight: Price optimization,
market/social media listening, market intelligence,
customer & member acquisition/retention, and media
mix optimization.
Public Affairs: Public opinion and policy,
behavior change, and evaluation and monitoring.

Data Collection and Analytics: Experts in
primary data collection (focus groups,
interviews, surveys), and in extracting valuable
insight from large datasets (big data) through
pattern recognition analytics, data and text
mining, business intelligence, and data
visualization.

Success
Stories!

Customer
Insights

A marketing director appended
her customer profiles, gained greater clarity of
their needs, and doubled the cost-effectiveness
of new customer acquisition.

Strategic
Planning

The new executive director at
an industry association is deploying new ways
to serve membership using our industry landscape report that profiles a market effectively
identifying opportunities and challenges.

Media Return
On Investment

An advertising director
created and launched an award-winning program
using information from our audience research
and ad-influence analytics to assist media buys
that maximized their ROI.

Community
Engagement

Leaders at a municipality are
energizing their county branding by prioritizing
improvement of key government services identified using our study of resident perceptions that
uncovered citizen-satisfaction drivers.

quantitative
qualitative

big data

“They take
the stress
factor out.”
Gina Cross, Project Manager,
NeighborWorks America

Behavior
Change

A policy team is implementing
new messages to improve nutrition habits of the
American public. To support their efforts, we
explored how individuals make food decisions,
and the emotions surrounding these choices.

Product
Development

Developers of a new
product for children are ensuring their product
is intuitive, easily usable, and effective before
being rolled out across the nation. Our cognitive
labs and usability testing support every effort.

Workforce
Research

A high reliability service
organization shaped initiatives to improve
service delivery assisted by our organizational
climate and workforce engagement surveys.

See more success stories
and let us start writing
your success story today!

“I’ve worked with them for over 10 years
and can tell you, EurekaFacts really does
provide smart marketing information.”
Michelle Lampher, CEO,
Better World Strategies

EurekaFacts.com/success

Rock the world
with EurekaFacts!
Emphasis on Quality Process
Our research often supports high-stakes efforts so
we use the highest standard for quality in market, opinion,
and social research, the international standard ISO 20252.
This focus on process and quality yields greater reliability in
our research findings.

Secure
Environment

Our Products

Expedited research you can count on

Segmentos
Geo-demographic clustering system

“It was a pleasure working with EurekaFacts
— they were very thorough. The results of
their work have helped assist the association
with our membership development activities…
they offered excellent recommendations to
help us plan for the future.”
CJ Reid, Associate Director, America Association
of School Administrators (AASA)

Advertising and
Communications
Business to Business
Associations /
Professional Societies

Research Infrastructure

Consumer Services
Education and Training

At EurekaFacts we have built and continue to build a powerhouse
infrastructure to make sure research is fully supported with the
right tools:
• Focus group facilities: Multi-room focus group facilities located in
a central location of the Washington Capital Region. A network of
facilities throughout the United States and Latin America.
• Cognitive lab: State-of-the art lab designed for user experience,
cognitive testing, and affective research for unequaled user/customer
insight.
• In-house research call center: A multilingual research call center
serves as survey help-desk, CATI data collection, and research
participant recruitment.
• Multi-mode data collection: A set of technology platforms to collect
survey data online via web and mobile devices, by mail, or in-person.
• Analytical workbench: Advanced analytical tools for statistical and
open text analysis, data-mining, geo-analysis, data, modelling, and
visualization.
• Internal Review Board (IRB): Ensures research follows best
practices in protection of human subjects to avoid risk and liability.
• Secure environment: We maintain a FISMA-Rated secure
environment to protect sensitive information.

analytical
superior

Some of
our sectors
served:

research

Foods/Nutrition
Finance and Insurance
Government
Healthcare
Housing and
Urban Planning
Nonprofit/Foundations
Public Health
Technology
Trade Associations
Transportation
Travel & Tourism
Utilities / Energy
Workforce

insightful
accurate
big data
Since 2003

research
dig deep

Contact us!
Working with us is easy!
Give us a call and tell us
about your goals, and what
you would like to accomplish.
We will recommend the right
approach and bring you
insights to help you make
an impact!

EurekaFacts LLC
51 Monroe Street,
Plaza East 10
Rockville, MD 20850

superior

240-403-4800
866-My-Facts
info@EurekaFacts.com
EurekaFacts.com

GS-00F-211CA

Rock the world with EurekaFacts!

Small Business,
MBE/DBE certified
in CA, MA, MD, NJ, NY,
PA, VA & Nationwide

